OOSTERHOUS CREATES NEW PAYING JOBS

Business Manager Reorganizes After Dismissal of Three Members

Proposed reorganization of the Lawrence business staff will result in the creation of several related positions. This announcement was released late yesterday by Lawrence Oosterhous, '34, business manager of the Lawrentian.

This reorganization follows a general shake-up in the staff this week. Three of the original 13 members of the business staff have been dismissed. Students who are interested in trying out for the staff may still try out if they will see the business manager of the Lawrentian before Tuesday.

Although there is a possibility that some of the present staff may be permitted to continue, there are still ten students on it. They are Charles Dobbertin, Harold Brown, Gordon Vetter, all '34, James Guthrie, Joseph Gilman, Richard Graf, and Robert Gauff, all '35, Carl Carter, Wm. Kessler, and Stanley Young, all '36.

ERY PALACE OF ICE ON LAWRENCE CAMPUSS

Will Be Illuminated With Colored Lights For Decoration

Not Lawrence alone this time, but the whole campus will be illuminated with colored lights for the latest addition to the Lawrence campus, the Appleton Press-Ocean, which is jointly sponsoring the erection of a palace of ice on the campus across the street from the Memorial chapel.

The palace of ice with walls built entirely of ice and illuminated with colored lights, will be a part of the Appleton's Christmas decorations. The structure will measure 19 feet in length and width and will be from 16 to 20 feet high. Every evening during the holiday season, the colored lights will illuminate it.

Seventeen hours a day are spent furnishing the material necessary for the display and the city is supplied with enough water to keep the palace of ice from melting. The work will be finished with green material. Every evening the holiday, as soon as the colored lights will illuminate it.

Tourmaline Club and Geological Society will have dinner at the Little Nell, presented by three members of the Lawrentian staff. The tourmaline band was directed by Jack House.

College Students Offer Vaudeville at Warner Theatre

Four numbers of all college vaudeville and a 15 piece specialty band furnished the stage show for All-College night at the Warner theatre Wednesday night. The movie shown in connection with the vaudeville was "I'll Be Home Soon" and "They Call It Sin."

The stage show was directed by George Brent in "They Call It Sin."

Kverv evening during the holiday season, the palace of ice will be illuminated with colored lights and groups of people will be admitted, according to the policy of the palace of ice.

TOURNAMENT OF CHAOS
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The economic welfare of our country is dependent upon conditions in foreign countries in spite of the fact that many extremists and nationalists seem to believe otherwise.

To enforce payments at this time, as the United States is going to do, will probably retard world recovery to a considerable degree. Each of the debtor nations claims that the validity of the agreements they have made at Lausanne depends upon the actions of the United States. If payments are required, Germany will lose all that it has gained. Certainly now is no time to upset the attempts being made to rehabilitate that country. The benefits of such a plan are many. Instead of forty-three cents on the dollar, the debtor nations will be obliged to decrease their imports from the United States.

The ultimate gains apparently so far outweigh the advantages offered by repudiation of the Lausanne treaty.

The new shade of hyacinth glorious models are suitable for the rest of their chocolates. From aromatic to sweetened nuts GREENWICH'S has all you can eat, is said to be the talk of the town. Absolutely natural... at H. L. Harker, the book is timely.

Imagine if you can a rich brocade of vivid color, bright-hued tropical fish, and mellow Japanese tapestry upon whose surface are traced many figures in a dainty Japanese print. That is the impression one receives upon reading Daughter of the Narikin.

There's nothing which acts as quickly to awaken the public interest as the promise of new and different articles. There's always something different, something new, to be expected in the field of present-day picture-making, for the public always look for novelty. If you're not careful about appearing either equal or inferior, you can't expect to get away from the public: and remember, others may be watching your every move... Just a thought: if we should plan to see those action pictures in MODERN DRY CLEANERS, they do excellent work for ridiculously low charges, and it's free, the shop at E. C. College Ave, is convivially located. Here's our original recipe for the day: In a mixing bowl, twist in our secret recipe, then when it's back from the Modern, come in and lay those over—you'll always remember.

One sure route without denoting to the next zooming from GREENWICH'S shop, is another. The new windows in MUELLER'S are being absorbed in it. Take some boxes of these candies is one gift that's priced at 25c and up, and suitable for any age. If you're not careful about appearing either equal or inferior, you can't expect to get away from the public: and remember, others may be watching your every move... Just a thought: if we should plan to see those action pictures in MODERN DRY CLEANERS, they do excellent work for ridiculously low charges, and it's free, the shop at E. C. College Ave, is convivially located. Here's our original recipe for the day: In a mixing bowl, twist in our secret recipe, then when it's back from the Modern, come in and lay those over—you'll always remember.

"You'll want something beautiful different for these holiday parties, so for this holiday season a special set is made to our order. The secret is revealed in the box. You'll want something beautiful different for these holiday parties, so for this holiday season a special set is made to our order. The secret is revealed in the box.

We're asking you that HARVEY'S candys are best known, but you can't have a head of this type of information you'll be interested in trying them. They're free at a nominal fee, for you. For gifts these puzzle sets are ideal, being priced at 50c and up, and suitable for young and old. We're asking you that HARVEY'S candys are best known, but you can't have a head of this type of information you'll be interested in trying them. They're free at a nominal fee, for you. For gifts these puzzle sets are ideal, being priced at 50c and up, and suitable for young and old.

The ultimate gains apparently so far outweigh the advantages offered by repudiation of the Lausanne treaty.
**Delta Sigs Capture Volleyball Championship**

**BEAT SIG EPS IN CLINCHING FIRST PLACE**

**Phi Taua Defeat Theta Phi To Keep Position Upheld**

**Bubolz-Jesse Insurance Agency**

**The Varsity Restaurant**

**To look your best**

**FOX TODAY AND FRIDAY**

**TROUBLE IN PARADISE**

**SATURDAY**

**THE MASK OF FU MANCHU**

**COMFORT ALSO COURTESY SERVICE**

**SUNDAY ONLY**

**THE PSYCHIC Wonder of the Age**

**BEER**
News From Other Colleges
By Wilhelmina Mayer

Since they’ve won the privileges of smoking in selected houses, the co-eds at Northwestern have taken up pipe smoking. In fact tobacco stores have had greatly increased demand for the various types of pipes, including ye olden Cole.

Among other lectures, they are feeding the freshmen at Northwestern State Teacher’s College with their daily fare of feeding the freshmen. The question is, will they have leftovers?

To Beseare

Wager Hamburger On Wordsworth To
Desecrate His Almost Sacred Name
By Elizabeth Coleman

A controversy argument is being carried on in various universities to consider the world of English literature. Something is being done in schools to try to make the writers’ names more popular, and it is not clear who is to blame or what is to be done.

A certain class was going through a usual and entirely unessential assignment. The assignment was to read Wordsworth. And then, Miss Waples there in a few minutes, she decided to misread Wordsworth. She朝阳 mentioned that nowhere in Wordsworth’s poetry could Nature be found present without its relation to men, or women, or both.

“Why,” she continued, “if our society were aware of its true meaning! How could one doubt the immortal words of Wordsworth with such association? These authors deserve, perhaps, a year or two, never a hurbanget.”

Statement Challenge

Just to be argumentative, one boy, who has been known to read the prompt, said, “No, I don’t think so. Wordsworth is not a great poet.”

Another student, who was engaged in the discussion, said, “If you don’t think so, then you haven’t read his poetry. Wordsworth is a great poet.”

Books In Circulation

Due Before Vacation

All libraries are open until December 19, 1932. Students who wish to keep books during vacation must have them renewed before that date. Otherwise, they will be lost. The collection of books will be open starting on December 19, 1932.

German Christmas Party
To Be Held At Cast Home

Dr. and Mrs. G. C. Cast will entertain the German club at a Christmas party at their home on December 25.

Some Professors Imbued With Real Holiday Spirit

(Edited from page 4)

Why debate college could afford to drop the Big Three conference, and some reason as to why Lawrence should remain in the Big Three. Debate is within easy travelling distance of campuses in Illinois, and the matter of scheduling games does not bother them, Lawrence, on the other hand, to persistently played basketball because other schools are situated such a great distance from Appleton that it would be a hardship on the Vikes to schedule them.

Geographical Position

The claim is made that if Lawrence dropped Big Three relations it would free Carroll college from the Big Three conference rules and no Lawrence would be at a disadvantage in playing college which had no conference conditions of any kind. The question was asked was: “Why must Lawrence play Carroll?”

The answer was to the effect that our geographical situation almost demanded it.

C. D. Ketchum To Speak To Fireside Fellowship

Clayton M. Ketchum, Appleton high school instructor of physics, will speak before the meeting of the Fireside Fellowship on December 9, 1932, at 8:30 p.m. His subject will be “The Moral Correlation of Physical Science.”

After the meeting will be the organization’s annual Christmas party. Supp...